
ELAN EL-800-ICDVC-8

800 Series DVC/SST In-Ceiling Speakers  
(Sold Individually)

Remote. Redefined. 
For and exceptional high-performance distributed audio experience, the EL-800-ICDVC-8 is the perfect 

choice for discerning customers. Better clarity, resolution and dynamics are achieved via a graphite-injected 

polypropylene cone woofer and two pivoting 1” aluminum dome tweeters. The dual input / single stereo 

design delivers a complete experience from a single speaker without the need for a stereo pair. Increased 

vocal clarity, enhanced dialogue and adjustment of post-installation tweeter performance are enabled with 

the front-mounted vocal and tweeter enhancement switches.

Exceptional Clarity, Resolution and Dynamics



EL-800-ICDVC-8 In-Ceiling Speakers

ORDER NO. EL-800-ICDVC-8

 SPECIFICATIONS  

Woofer Size 8” (200mm)

Woofer Construction Graphite Injected Polypropylene Cone

Tweeter 1” (25mm) Pivoting Aluminum Dome

Frequency Response 48Hz-20kHz

Impedance 8 Ohms

Power Handling 130 Watts

Sensitivity 91 dB

Timbre Timbre-Matched to all 800 Series Speakers

Dimensions 10.8” (275mm) Diameter x 4.65” (118mm) Depth

Hole Cutout Dimensions 9.75” (248mm) Diameter

Mounting Depth 4.53” (115mm)

 � Don’t miss a Beat 
The speaker’s Left and Right inputs allow  
you deliver a complete experience out of one 
speaker without the need of a stereo pair.

 � Quick, Responsive Highs 
Aluminum dome tweeters are lightweight,  
strong and respond instantaneously to  
changes in music or movies.

 � Dual Tilting Tweeters 
The tilting tweeter mechanism allows you  
to direct sound to the listening area and  
maintains high frequency performance even  
when the speaker is mounted in less than  
ideal locations.

 � Vocal and Tweeter Enhancement  
Switches 
Easily adjust tweeter performance or enhance  
the dialogue in movies via the Vocal and  
Tweeter Enhancement Switches.

 � Thin is In 
A thin-bezel magnetic grille ensures a secure 
fit, pleasing aesthetic and with a one-step paint 
process, it fits universally into almost any décor.

 � Easy-Grip Tweeter Bridge 
We know you do it! Installing speakers  
above your head requires a sturdy grip point  
and the ELAN Tweeter bridge ensures you  
have one. We even protect the tweeter from 
accidental finger pokes.

 � Dimpled Baffle Design 
The dimpled baffle design eliminates  
annoying echoes and increases dispersion  
by reducing the focusing action of the  
concave baffle. The result is crystal-clear  
room filling sound.

 � Secure Connection 
All ELAN speakers feature spring loaded  
binding posts that provide a secure, worry- 
free connection in the wall or ceiling.

 � Lifetime Warranty 
Feel confident that All ELAN Architectural  
speakers are backed by a limited lifetime warranty
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Use Pre-Construction Bracket 
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